
pick-a-top, pick-a-base
multi-purpose tables



30" X 60" RECTANGULAR TOP R10410L dover white laminate; white 2mm edgeband  
T-BASE R72026 charcoal finish  shown with bola wood seating R44102 cherry veneer; charcoal frame finish
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Build the perfect table for your space in a few simple steps. Pick a top size and shape.  
Choose an edge profile. Pick a base style and height. Then select finishes. Our tops  
and bases give you the flexibility to create the right table everyday.

how to build a table.



1.  24" x 60" rectangular top R10180V 36" round top R10500V36" square top R10510V

shown in cherry veneer, 1/8" wood lumber edge, pin leg 01005, charcoal
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pick a top and an edge.1.
Round, square or rectangular 
table tops are available in sizes  
to suit your everyday spaces  
and needs. Select a top size 
and shape. Finish with a rich 
wood veneer or choose  
a laminate from our palette. 
Balanced construction  
provides long-lasting durability. 
Our tops come pre-drilled for  
easy assembly.

RECTANGULAR TOP                                        

D  20"   L  30"  (36") (42") (48") (60") (72")
D  24"   L  30"  (36") (42") (48") (60") (72")
D  30"   L  36"  (42") (48") (60") (72")
D  36"   L  42"  (48") (60") (72")

SQUARE TOP

D  24"   L  24"
D  30"   L  30"
D  36"   L  36"
D  42"   L  42"
D  48"   L  48"
D  54"   L  54"
D  60"   L  60"

ROUND TOP

DIA 24"
DIA 30"
DIA 36" 
DIA 42" 
DIA 48"
DIA 54" 
DIA 60"

¹⁄8" WOOD LUMBER 

WOOD 1¼" STRAIGHT 

WOOD 1¼" WATERFALL 

WOOD 1¼" BULLNOSE 

WOOD 1¼" KNIFE 

URETHANE EASED 

URETHANE WATERFALL 

URETHANE BULLNOSE 

VINYL STRAIGHT-T 

VINYL BUMPER-T 

2MM 

LAMINATE SELF 
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2.  reveal 01001, charcoal2.  22" x-base flat, cast iron R92422, black

2.  17" disc round R91017, charcoal2.  16" cantilever R72016, silver 

shown with 24" x 36" rectangular top R10140L, graphite laminate, otter urethane eased edge



pick a base.2.
Sturdy steel and cast iron bases pair easily with our tops. Choose from many styles to suit 
your application. Our bases provide flexibility to support everyday function.

T-BASE FLAT, CAST IRON T-BASE TAPERED, CAST IRON

CANTILEVER  T-BASE

PIN LEG REVEAL

DISC ROUND DISC WAVE ROUND DISC SQUARE DISC WAVE SQUARE

DRUM  X-BASE

X-BASE FLAT, CAST IRON X-BASE TAPERED, CAST IRON

HOBNAIL, CAST IRON FLUTED, CAST IRON
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not just your average set of everyday solutions.



then select finishes.
Our finish palette is designed for seamless coordination of our tables and seating.  
Select from seven frame colors, eight veneer stains and thirty laminates. Or choose  
from hundreds of standard laminates by domestic producers. Our range of finishes  
lets you create the perfect table for your space.

3.
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CLASSIC WOOD GRAINS/SELF EDGE

montana 
walnut

hemlock

wild cherry versailles 
anigre

empire 
mahogany

monticello 
maple

huntington 
maple

fusion 
maple

Most “standard” laminates from domestic producers are also available at no additional up-charge.  
For a complete list, please visit fixturesfurniture.com. 
Wood veneer finishes are available only on round and square tops up to 48".

EVOLVING WOOD GRAINS/SELF EDGE

graphite black

citadeldover white platinumpearl earthfolkstone

VENEERS/WOOD EDGE

anthracite wenge

mahogany walnutcherrysand oakmaple

LAMINATES
CORE SOLIDS/SELF EDGE

URETHANES

hippo beaver black bear

dolphin otterkangarookoala wolfoyster

brown citadel graphite black

satin silver platinum earthneutral 
white

folkstonewhite

2MM EDGEBAND – CLASSIC WOOD GRAINS

hemlockmontana 
walnut

wild cherry versailles 
anigre

empire 
mahogany

monticello 
maple

huntington 
maple

fusion 
maple

FRAME FINISHES

T-MOLDS

blackcitadel graphiteearth

EDGES
2MM EDGEBAND – CORE SOLIDS

NOTE: Direction of wood grains and veneers will apply  
to product lengthwise.  

dunewood oiled 
walnut

zebrano chestnut 
woodline

millennium 
oak

smoky 
brown pear

* Steel bases only 
** Cast iron only

blackcharcoaloatmeal silverwhite

black-
textured**

mirror*

CLASSIC PATTERNS/SELF EDGE

grey  
nebula

graphite 
nebula

steel meshgrey mesh pewter 
mesh

white 
nebula

gilded 
mesh

sheer 
mesh



Fixtures Furniture by izzy+  fixturesfurniture.com   855.321.izzy ©2012  BRCPTBT001

COVER: 20" x 60" rectangular tops R10480L citadel laminate,  
black 2MM edgeband 16" CANTILVER BASE R72016 charcoal  
FETCH ARMLESS R62003 dove thermoplastic, charcoal finish


